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Discover Right Now The Secrets To Train Your Cat And Solve Behavior ProblemsSPECIAL

OFFER: OVER 50% DISCOUNTDOWNLOAD TODAY FOR ONLY $2.99!(regularly priced at

$5.99)Does your cat scratch your furniture or reject the litterbox?In this book, we will first tackle and

find out the dominant behaviors of cats. This is crucial in cat training so we know the way that they

behave before, during, and after the training.One of the chapters also clarifies the myth that cats, as

opposed to dogs, cannot be trained. In fact, you can teach a cat the same trick that you teach to a

dog. You just need more patience and creativity.The topic of scratching and biting will also be

tackled. We will not only find out what it is, we will also look at the reasons why cats bite and

scratch. We will end the chapter by enumerating the step-by-step training so your cat will stop the

unnecessary biting and scratching.Lastly, we will talk about how you can keep your cat out of

specific furniture without having to inflict pain or scare it.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll

Learn...Everything You Need to Know About CatsCan We Really Train Cats?The Difference

between Training of an Older Cat and a KittenWhat You Will Need for TrainingUsing the Litter

BoxTrimming the ClawsBathing your catRestricted Places and FurnitureMuch, much

more!Download your copy right now and save over 50% off the regular price.No questions asked,

30 day money back guarantee.Go to the top of the page and click the button on the right to order

now for a limited time discount of only $2.99!Tags: cat litter box, kitten training, cat health, pet care,

cat care, cat behaviour, kitten care
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Cats are independent but can they be trained like a dog? The answer surprisingly is yes and Anne

not only has the knowledge and ability to show us how but with her writing style it seems she has a

love for cats too. First off, she begins with how we need to understand our snobbish yet loveable

little babies such as quirks and other behaviors; the key is to think like a cat. Cats are trainable

however, Anne teaches us the best tricks to keep them from getting stressed out during training.

Superbly she covers this as well as other training and behavior problems such as tools needed for

training, kneading, scratching and biting as well as bathing and so much more. I found this book to

be the perfect guide to not only getting to know our feline friends, but how to train them in the most

stress-free environment. I have no doubt with Annieâ€™s tips that the thousands of cats and kittens

up for adoption will soon have forever homes.

Unfortunately, most of the content in this book can be obtained from Wikipedia and numerous other

websites, so why pay for this book? While reading, it became evident that the author had clearly

compiled information from other sources and it was poorly written. I could not believe that it had not

been edited , numerous grammatical errors, so much so, that it was difficult to get through a page

without feeling that a 10 year old had written this. Seems to me that the author wanted to make

some quick cash and threw together a poorly researched, unedited pamphlet.

The Ultimate Cat Training Guide by Anne Meyers is a must have book! Readers will be surprised at

what they find inside of this incredible book. One can find out how to train the cats just like people

do with dogs. Yes, cats can be trained just like dogs. That is something I never thought was

possible unless you were a magician. Readers will learn how to train their cats, the differences

between cats and kittens, bathing their cats and much more. I found this informative and easy to

read book this best how to guide for us cat owners. I know of one stubborn cat who doesn't like

baths and this book helped out a lot. I highly recommend this to readers everywhere. Anne Meyers

definitely knows how to write a well informed book that gives readers a ton of useful information on



training their cats. Overall, I rate this a five out of five stars.

The cover picture is really cool looking. I thought this book would be for amazing tricks and ( a little

bit longer) :( but when it starts talking about different species of cats don't get fooled, ( fooled like

ugh, cheap junk!) it mostly talks about stupid things and things you don't need to know, and only

teaches 3 things litter training, not to scratch up furniture, and not to bite or scratch. and the actual

training is only a paragraph. over all ok. anne, you are lucky i didn't rate you two stars, becuase i

almost did!

For the longest time I couldnâ€™t keep my cat off of the shelf with my most valuable items.

Constantly being worried that I would come home and see my prized china dolls broken on the floor

I had to find a way to train him to stay off the shelf so I found this eBook and I canâ€™t be more

thankful. I never thought a cat would be able to be trained to stay off something unless there was

sticky tape of course! But yet now Iâ€™m not scared to leave the house because I havenâ€™t seen

him on the shelf once since following the directions in this book. Definitely worth it.

Simple easy to understand, with great insight into the world of cats. Love the distinctions made in

this book as to how to handle and older vs a younger cat. This book can help anyone frustrated with

a "naughty" cat. Worth a read.

I always thought that cats couldnâ€™t really be trained. Theyâ€™re best known for being smart,

stubborn, and do whatever they want to without a care. However, this book explains how you can

actually train your cat similar to training your dog. According to the author, the idea is to think like a

cat and to make sure your cat isnâ€™t stressed out. The one thing I did know before reading this

book is that you can use a spray bottle to help train a cat, but the book has many more suggestions.
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